


Cary Chan
Decorative painting and oil painter

Founder of Hong Kong Decorative Painting Association

Experience

2017                Held solo exhibition at Eslite Hong Kong

2015 - 2016 Established art studio at Eslite Hong Kong and conducted decorative and oil painting classes

2015 Established art brand Cary Painting 

2015 Performed and instructed decorative painting at the invitation of Eslite Taiwan 

2014 – 2015 Interviewed by TVB art programme,  Baby Magazine and iKids

2014 Published the second book “Arts of Tole Painting Lecture by Cary Chan”

2013 Academic exchange with Community College of City University

2011 Represented Hong Kong to exhibit in book fairs of Soaring Creativity in Beijing, Taipei and Frankfurt 

2010 Published the first book “ Arts of Tole Painting by Cary Chan”

2009 - 2015 Instructed decorative painting and oil painting at the invitation of Cultural Uny Apita in Japan

2008 Chairperson and founder of Hong Hong Decorative Painting Association

2006 Established Artsburg Creation



Eslite Studio in Hong Kong



Solo exhibition at Eslite Hong Kong

My first solo exhibition was held in Eslite Hong Kong last year. The 99 roses painting is my favourite
work. Each rose exhibits a different demeanor of a rose and the use of colour was arranged 
carefully.



Solo exhibition at Eslite in Hong Kong



Solo exhibition at Eslite in Hong Kong

Wedding decorations and gifts



Wedding decorations and gifts

Solo exhibition at Eslite in Hong Kong



Art of Tole Painting 
by Cary Chan



Painting on furniture is a traditional folk art in 

Nordic and Scandinavian countries. Every 

pattern carries a special meaning and 

blessing for the family. I enjoy decorating my 

home with love and good wishes. My art 

pieces include Chinese, Japanese and 

European styles. I dream of drawing a house 

number sign with roses for all buildings and 

houses in Hong Kong.

Tole Painting



Tole Painting



I love visiting palaces all over the world. The Forbidden 

City in Beijing is one of my favourite. Every furniture 

and decoration are covered in paintings. What 

captivated me the most, is how a dragon or a phoenix 

can be drawn by various ways to recreate their 

demeanor. All these ancient art inspired me to do tole

painting.

Decorative Paintings



I  hope to have the opportunity to work with 

Perfume brands by decorating perfume bottle 

and box with paintings. I would also love to 

hand paint on purses and handbags for 

different brands.  

Vision



I teach to pass on the most authentic painting 

techniques, brushwork and use of color to my 

students. I believe all students are individual; I 

love to see students with steady a painting 

foundation run wild with their imagination and 

create their unique artistic style.

Teaching Philisophy



Oil Painting
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